Delivering
Powerful
TM
Presentations 
The Digital Programs

Business presentations today nearly always involve
presenting digitally, while still working with
PowerPoint, Keynote, Prezi or some other visual
support. This digital presentation provides a number
of challenges that traditional presentation training
programs address, things like setting up the
environment, maintaining engagement in the digital
space, building relationship through technology to
name a few.
Our Delivering Powerful Presentations for Digital
Presentations™ program has been designed from the
perspective that most business presentations
involve a speaker working with slides.
It is designed to give you the skills to present with
power and authority, work with visuals effectively,
engage with the audience and move them to take the
desired action all through a camera and a virtual
meeting. As a result, presentation outcomes and
objectives are far more likely to be achieved.

powerfulpoints.com.au

Delivered in the Digital Age
The program is delivered digitally over 2 x 2.5 hours training
sessions plus 1 x 1 hour coaching session.

Program outline:
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Master the technology:
Learn how to use the technology to your
benefit, whether it is Zoom, teams or Meet,
to support your presentation. Learn tips on
improving your image and impact via the
virtual environment.
Create relationships and engagement:
You will have more influence over an audience
that is positively disposed to you, but that is
more challenging in a virtual environment.
Learn techniques to help you get the audience
on side throughout the presentation.
Get heard:
Learn how to get your message across in the
most natural way. Change the context of wh at
you are doing to empower yourself to be a
truly effective presenter.

What our clients say:

Excellent workshop for presentations. Want more!
Mark Miranda, Service Delivery Manager, Attache Software

Delivering Powerful PresentationsTM helps you to
be more aware of how and what to present. A real
career changer.
Carlos Young, Commercial Analyst, Campari Australia

Fantastic course! I learnt a lot of things I didn’t
realise I needed to know, but I’m very glad I know
them now.”
Ben Ng, Project Manager, Commonwealth Bank of Australia

